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About This Game

Prove you have the fastest hands in the West with this high-speed virtual reality game. Practice your skills, challenge your
friends, and prove your worth as the Sheriff of town by defending it from ruffians. This is a virtual reality experience that

challenges a player's reaction time. You must control the urge to draw until you hear the signal. The round is over when only one
is left standing.

Four intense game modes: Defend the Town Mode, Time Trials, Blind Time Trials, and Online Duels.

Take on your opponents in high-speed, face to face shootouts!

The bullets are real physics objects. You can hit your target with a ricochet and even shoot a bullet out of the sky!

Compare your reaction times via leaderboards and prove you are the best of the best.

Challenge other players in real-time online duels!

Designed and built for VR: Play on both the HTC Vive AND the Oculus Rift with Touch!
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 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 980 / AMD Radeon™ R9 380 equivalent or greater

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: N/A
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Hey everybody, this game has finally made into it's "Remastered" Edition and let me tell you, it's still terrible. One thing I see
thrown around is that the old version had a good plot, that's not true. The first version has a lot of the same problems I listed in
my FIRST review of this visual novel. The characters are all just assembly line stereotypes or they have nothing to make them
stand out from the others and they all just want to pull their knickers down for you as soon as they meet you. The sounds are at a
bare minimum and they couldn't make the effort for shop doorbell sounds. Overall the "plot" is just an excuse to throw various
sex scenes at you, there's little to no character in these people at all, it's just not worth your money. This visual novel is a great
example of what I think of the studio who made this game: Dharker Studios. Overall their visual novels are incredibly
manipulative and lazy, preying on the market of horny guys or girls with their overly "enthusiastic" character art. (Which
basically means their breasts are the size of a bus.) With little to no story and rushed, forced sex scenes that are obviously there
not because it fits, but to make money. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!

My old list of problems I still think is relevant:

1. The characters, events and dialogue in this game are not good AT ALL whatsoever. There's this big emotional moment in this
game having to do with a certain character's health condition and it's only focused on once and is not emotional AT ALL! The
characters just accept this and carry on with their daily lives not giving a CRAP about someone's very serious health condition.

2. No matter what you do each of the girls will come to you in a specific order and ask you to screw them. You still get a choice,
but even if you avoid them the whole game they still come to you claiming they "love you" and that they want to screw you and
be in bed with you... WHY! To make the donators happy? That's no excuse!

3. There are NO SOUNDS FOR SHOP DOORBELLS! Come on, no sounds for shop doorbells? There's no sounds for any
common noises or actions that you could easily just get.

4.The dialogue is forced, rushed and a bit sloppy, it never feels like an actual conversation it just feels awkward and unreal as
these conversations are so non-emotional and quick there's hardly any time for the characters to describe themselves well.
Topping it off with spelling errors like "conffused" or "dokter"

5. I don't feel any emotion to ANY of the events or characters described because the game forces them along like they are
NOTHING!

6. The characters are all one note wonders and are not complex at all.. This is definitely an epoch-making VR game, which is the
Arizona sunshine of the Three Kingdoms edition.
I like it very much, I hope you do not give up!. these gnomes are so cute
I love that they dedicated at least one DLC to them

busy little bees, always trying to help you, no matter how dangerous the situation, and asking nothing in return - except for a
little furnace to warm their old bones!. 1917 is a great shmup, it's tough but fair and feels like it would fit perfectly in any
arcade.
The gore of bosses' death fits the gruesome atmosphere well.

. When It Says: Press any key to continue. i press a key noyhing happens
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how do i activate this dank. I do love this engine. but the it has the defalt sounds but i just look past that. the ditch lights dont
flash yet. But over all its a nice engine. i do recommend this. Have to play in windowed mode but still as good as I remember it.
I'm a huge fan of these Peppercorns, and Victory Works did them some great justice in my opinion. Nice cabins, good sounds,
lots of liveries, and good scripting will keep you chugging along and give you lots to play with. With looks to kill, and the more
advanced scripting that gives you a bit more of a realistic experience, I can't recommend this enough.. Simple Play game. As
much as I would love to reccommend this game, unfortunately with the state it is in I cannot. I have waited MANY MANY
years to play this game in a language I can understand, but the translation is absolutely horrendous. This by itself is not a deal
breaker for me, but the text wrapping and inability to play in full screen due to glitches and game freezing along with being
unable to always choose the 'right' option due to inability to see the options is frustrating. I feel like they released a rough beta
and decided 'meh that's close enough'.
Very much hope that more time goes into updates and patches to make this game the truly enjoyable experience that it should
have been to start.. Despite the lack of F4SE support,  hiyokomod's AnimeRace Nanakochan actually works pretty well outside
of the fact that you can't edit your face which you won't be looking at in VR anyways. Now look, where else do you find another
open world anime VR RPG that you can potentially sink hundreds of hours in?
Dear hearts and gentle people, man. Now Marcy doesn't look like a b*tch and Preston is far less annoying. I'll help those
settlements for you anytime Puresuton-chan.
As for the game itself, well it's not THAT bad nowadays. It still runs like sh*t, but I can play several hours with no much
sickness, so at least playable. A playable Fallout game in VR is like a dream come true. (My specs: i5-8600 + 16GB DDR4
2400MHz + RX 580 8GB; running a Rift CV1) Of course, you can always refund if you found it too nausea-intense for you.
Game's intro is not that long.
If you are new to Bethesda games though, I recommend you to play Fallout 3 and\/or Fallout: New Vegas first to get an idea on
how the core gameplay and modding works  and be disappointed that Fallout 4 took away some really good sh*t found in
previous games. After all, Bethesda games are infamously plain and buggy for some people, but with the support of their
wonderful modding community, they can be significantly enjoyable after some workaround.
Now if you'll excuse me, some anime settlers needs my help again.
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